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Abstract
We present a novel approach incorporating001
transformer-based language models into infec-002
tious disease modelling. Text-derived features003
are quantified by tracking high-density clus-004
ters of sentence-level representations of Red-005
dit posts within specific US states’ COVID-006
19 subreddits. We benchmark these clustered007
embedding features against features extracted008
from other high-quality datasets. In a threshold-009
classification task, we show that they outper-010
form all other feature types at predicting up-011
ward trend signals, a significant result for infec-012
tious disease modelling in areas where epidemi-013
ological data is unreliable. Subsequently, in a014
time-series forecasting task we fully utilise the015
predictive power of the caseload and compare016
the relative strengths of using different supple-017
mentary datasets as covariate feature sets in a018
transformer-based time-series model.019

1 Introduction020

Many papers have shown that web search data can021

be used to forecast the spread of infectious dis-022

eases (Lampos et al., 2017), (Lampos et al., 2021),023

(McDonald et al., 2021), (Reinhart et al., 2021),024

(Alruily et al., 2022). Alongside this literature,025

social media has been exploited for its predictive026

potential in several other fields such as quantita-027

tive finance Bukovina (2016), Archary and Coetzee028

(2020), logistics forecasting Ni et al. (2017) and029

election forecasting (Bermingham and Smeaton,030

2011), (Huberty, 2015). The conjoining of these031

two applications has resulted in research showing032

that social media can help predict rises in disease033

caseloads. Iso et al. (2016) and Samaras et al.034

(2020) both used pre-defined keywords in order035

to predict outbreaks of influenza; words such as036

"Influenza", "fever", "headache" were selected a-037

priori. These papers assume that useful feature sets038

have no geographical variation and use the same039

features regardless of the regional social dynamics;040

they also assume that useful features are limited041

Figure 1: HDBSCAN clusters of the SBERT-NLI-STSb-
base representations of r/CoronavirusWA posts made at
50 dimensions but reduced to 2 for visualisation.

to words that refer to symptoms. To address these 042

limitations, Drinkall and Pierrehumbert (2021) set 043

more general and objective inclusion criteria. For 044

each of four US state COVID-19 subreddits, all 045

words over-represented in that US state’s COVID- 046

19 subreddit compared to the rest of Reddit were 047

considered to be potential keywords for forecast- 048

ing. The most informative keywords proved to be 049

highly dependent on the target state, and included 050

many that did not refer to symptoms. However, the 051

paper still relied on static word counts that miss 052

more complex information as the discussion un- 053

folds over time. The present paper extracts more 054

informative features from social media data and, 055

to our knowledge, is the first work to incorporate 056

modern NLP techniques in this setting. 057

New transformer-based language models (De- 058

vlin et al., 2019), (Yang et al., 2019), (Liu et al., 059

2019) provide the potential for identifying more 060

informative features for infectious disease forecast- 061

ing, and using them in a more effective manner. 062

This paper uses transfer learning and clustering 063

algorithms to isolate useful features for predict- 064

ing COVID-19 caseloads. We first pilot-tested a 065

straightforward way to exploit transformer-based 066

language models for the task: the caseload target 067

value was encoded alongside each post in a se- 068

quence classification framework. Trained using 069
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historical data, this approach generates a prediction070

from every post, and the results are aggregated for071

an overall prediction. This method performed very072

poorly because of noise introduced by irrelevant073

posts, and we do not discuss it further here (see074

Appendix C). To achieve better performance, we075

developed a novel feature identification technique076

that filters out unrelated posts and generates infor-077

mative features using high-density clusters of posts078

within a subreddit’s embedding space.079

Our work builds off Sia et al. (2020) and Thomp-080

son and Mimno (2020) who demonstrated that clus-081

ters of contextualised word embeddings are a good082

basis for topic modelling. In a similar vein, Aha-083

roni and Goldberg (2020) showed that the domain084

type of a particular text could be identified using085

the clustering of sentence-level representations. Fi-086

nally, Rother et al. (2020) showed that clusters of087

contextualised embeddings could detect meaning088

shifts in words. The success of these papers moti-089

vates our use of high-density clusters of sentence-090

level representations.091

The present paper shows that our novel feature092

sets outperform more traditional methods by com-093

paring our results to those in Drinkall and Pierre-094

humbert (2021) in a threshold-classification task.095

This task provides an understanding of which fea-096

ture sets provide the most informative trend signals097

at different caseload growth rates, enabling us to098

understand the effectiveness of a particular feature099

type at identifying a distinct epidemiological event.100

Strong performance on this task is relevant in man-101

aging worst-case scenarios like hospital overflow,102

where success is binary.103

The caseload information is not adequately104

utilised in the threshold-classification task, which105

motivates a time-series forecasting task to compare106

feature sets at predicting a more continuous target.107

Feature selection is a crucial step in time-series108

modelling (Wang et al., 2013), (Sun et al., 2015);109

adding extraneous features to a multivariate pre-110

diction can result in performance deterioration as111

the models get more complex, a fact that inspired112

L1-regularisation. Only highly relevant features,113

which represent complementary information, im-114

prove performance.115

Contributions. We introduce a novel unsuper-116

vised method for predicting COVID-19 trend sig-117

nals and forecasting caseloads. We show that sole118

use of our feature set achieves very high accuracy119

in trend signal prediction, a significant result for120

infectious disease modelling in regions where other 121

reported data is unreliable. 122

2 Datasets 123

Comparing our Reddit features’ performance 124

against other high-quality geographically-specific 125

data sources allows us to understand their value. 126

The following data sources were used to create the 127

feature sets in this paper: 128

Pushshift API - The Pushshift API (Baumgart- 129

ner et al., 2020) is used to compile datasets of tar- 130

get subreddits to create the Reddit features. The 131

Pushshift API provides data on every comment and 132

submission posted on Reddit. This paper uses com- 133

ments to form the subreddit dataset since there are 134

more comments than submissions, and they consti- 135

tute more conversational and reactionary discourse. 136

No individual comments or users are reported in 137

this paper to observe the anonymity of the users. 138

Update frequency: real-time. 139

COVID-19 Tracking Project - The state-level 140

COVID-19 epidemiological data is provided by 141

the COVID-19 Tracking Project1 to create the pre- 142

diction target and is also used as a feature set in 143

baseline predictions. Update frequency: 24 hours. 144

Start date: 13/01/2020. 145

Oxford COVID-19 Government Response 146

Tracker (OxCGRT) - The OxCGRT (Hale et al., 147

2020) defines the local government response. The 148

data covers policies including health, containment 149

and economic measures, and overall stringency 150

scores. Update frequency: "continuously" but can 151

be variable due to human data collection; daily 152

periodicity. Start date: 01/01/2020. 153

Google’s COVID-19 Community Mobility Re- 154

ports (GCCMR) 2 - The GCCMR provides local 155

movement data in different area types such as parks, 156

workplaces, etc. and has been used to successfully 157

predict COVID-19 caseloads (Wang et al., 2020), 158

(Ilin et al., 2021). The data is freely available for 159

the duration of the ongoing pandemic. Update fre- 160

quency: 2-3 days. Start date: 15/02/2020. 161

3 Feature identification 162

Social media is a complex and noisy data source 163

that requires significant processing to find mean- 164

ingful predictive features. The pipeline used in this 165

paper consists of three main steps for feature iden- 166

tification: sentence-level encoding, dimensionality 167

1https://covidtracking.com
2https://www.google.com/covid19/mobility/
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reduction and clustering. Following these steps the168

Reddit features are reduced further to 25 using a169

chi-squared test. This process groups together Red-170

dit comments that are semantically similar. Once171

high-density clusters are identified, the daily counts172

of comments within these clusters are used as fea-173

tures in the evaluation frameworks in Sections 4 &174

5.175

3.1 Sentence-level representation176

A common technique for identifying sentence rep-177

resentations is to take the average-pooled BERT178

hidden-state embedding (Aharoni and Goldberg,179

2020); however, papers such as Reimers and180

Gurevych (2019) have shown that the average-181

pooled BERT embeddings are a relatively poor182

way of encoding sentences and advocate for fur-183

ther fine-tuning to produce a more semantically184

meaningful embedding. In Reimers and Gurevych185

(2019), the best results are achieved by training186

the language model on Natural Language Infer-187

ence (NLI) (Bowman et al., 2015), (Williams et al.,188

2018) and Sentence Textual Similarity (STS) (Cer189

et al., 2017) data. The NLI data contains many sen-190

tence pairs with their semantic relationship labelled.191

The STS data provides a semantic relatedness score192

between 0-5. It is possible to use both datasets to193

fine-tune the language model using both dataset194

types by manipulating the objective functions. The195

NLI data is trained using a classification objective196

function, and the STS data is trained using a regres-197

sion objective function. Reimers and Gurevych198

(2019) shows that averaging the final layer BERT199

embeddings leads to a Spearman rank correlation200

ρ between the cosine similarity of the sentence rep-201

resentations and the actual labels of the STS data202

of around ρ = 54.81, whereas SBERT-NLI-STSb-203

base achieves ρ = 88.31.204

For this paper, there is no domain-specific train-205

ing. The SBERT-NLI-STSb-base, SRoBERTa-NLI-206

STSb-base and SDistilBERT-NLI-STSb-base en-207

code the Reddit posts with no further fine-tuning.208

3.2 Dimensionality reduction209

The language models specified in Section 3.1 have210

a dimensionality of 768, which means that their em-211

bedding space is very sparse, making it challenging212

to find dense clusters. Lowering the embedding di-213

mensionality is consistent with the findings in Sia214

et al. (2020) who show that the dimensionality of215

the embeddings can be reduced by ∼80% and still216

maintain the topic modelling coherence. Therefore,217

in line with the findings of Sia et al. (2020), the 218

dimensionality of the embedding space is reduced 219

to 50. 220

UMAP (Uniform Manifold Approximation and 221

Projection for Dimension Reduction) is used as in 222

Rother et al. (2020) to lower the dimensionality of 223

the embedding space. UMAP is appropriate for 224

this task since it preserves global structure better 225

than other manifold learning dimensionality reduc- 226

tion methods such as t-SNE (McInnes et al., 2018) 227

(McConville et al., 2021). UMAP’s preservation 228

of global structure has been shown in Reif et al. 229

(2019) to produce clear clusters related to different 230

word senses. It is tested against a PCA algorithm 231

in Appendix B on the Threshold-Classification task 232

outlined in Section 4. The results justify its use as 233

it outperforms PCA when used in conjunction with 234

the best performing clustering algorithm. 235

3.3 Clustering 236

For this paper, the HDBSCAN algorithm 237

(Campello et al., 2013) is used for clustering due to 238

the complex structure of the subreddit embedding 239

space. The benefit of using a density-based clus- 240

tering algorithm is that sparse areas are not fitted 241

into clusters, removing a significant source of noise 242

from the prediction. 243

HDBSCAN offers an advantage over other 244

density-based clustering algorithms; the cut-off 245

density that characterises the edge of the clusters 246

is non-constant and defined by a stability metric 247

that rewards large and dense clusters. This stability 248

metric is calculated from the data points’ Minimum 249

Spanning Tree (MST). The following equation de- 250

fines the stability of cluster Ci: 251

S(Ci) =
∑
xj∈Ci

(λmax(xj , Ci)− λmin(Ci)) (1) 252

Here λ represents the density statistic: λ = 1/ϵ 253

where ϵ is equal to the distance between points 254

on the MST. In this equation, λmax(xj , Ci) is the 255

density at which the point xj would fall out of the 256

cluster Ci, and λmin(Ci) is the minimum density 257

threshold at which the cluster still exists. 258

Clusters with maximum stability are used as 259

the final clusters, and points that fall out of these 260

clusters are discarded. New data points can subse- 261

quently be added to the cluster by identifying where 262

they fall in the MST. A point is treated as noise un- 263

less it can be grouped into a cluster larger than 264
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min_cluster_size, which, for this paper, we have265

set at 25 so that the clusters are not too small and266

the resulting features are not too sparse. Removing267

noisy comments from the clusters is shown in Ap-268

pendix B to have performance benefits over other269

clustering algorithms that do not reject comments:270

we have compared HDBSCAN to a Spherical K-271

Means (KM) algorithm and a Gaussian Mixture272

Model (GMM), two popular algorithms within the273

literature base.274

4 Threshold-Classification Framework275

The threshold-classification framework (henceforth276

Threshold task) uses the same evaluation methodol-277

ogy as in Drinkall and Pierrehumbert (2021). The278

problem is presented as a classification task on bal-279

anced classes, with a randomised train/test split280

and test size of 0.25 on data from 07/03/2020 to281

17/01/2021. Balanced classes allow us to report282

accuracy as the performance statistic for this task.283

The feature sets, derived from a 7-day moving av-284

erage of the datasets in Section 2, are concatenated285

to a target value that encodes whether the caseload286

increase exceeded the threshold within a given time287

interval. The threshold is defined by a relative in-288

crease, δr(t):289

δr(t) =
µ(t+ τ)− µ(t)

µ(t)
(2)290

291292

Where µ(t) is the 7-day moving average of the293

caseload, and τ is the prediction horizon.294

The model used for classification is a Random295

Forest (RF) (Breiman, 2001). The advantage of296

using an RF model over other tree-based models is297

that it decorrelates the trees, making it robust to cor-298

related feature sets. Social media data is highly cor-299

related as overall take-up surges and wains; there-300

fore, robustness to correlated features is critical. Of301

course, many more complex models would likely302

outperform an RF model; however, given that the303

goal of this task is to compare feature sets, the in-304

creased transparency that an RF model offers over305

more complex models justify its use.306

4.1 Evaluation307

Each data type is used in isolation to predict the308

target labels so that the individual performance309

of the feature types can be compared. To bench-310

mark the performance of our clustered embed-311

ding features - TDisB , TBERT , TRoB , correspond-312

ing respectively to the features extracted from the313

Feature set Average 7D 14D 21D 28D
TRoB ++ .875 .895 .880 .849 .874
TBoW ++ .810 .836 .809 .805 .791

TRoB .803 .845 .792 .789 .787
TBERT .789 .821 .798 .780 .761
TDisB .780 .808 .771 .774 .768
TBoW .768 .816 .755 .749 .753
M .702 .703 .691 .713 .698
G .702 .713 .710 .695 .691
P .545 .516 .549 .557 .557
C .555 .651 .536 .529 .503

Table 1: The average performance across all relative
thresholds and states at different prediction horizons.
The features are: T<<language model>> → our features;
TBoW → Drinkall and Pierrehumbert (2021) features;
M → GCCMR data; G → OxCGRT data; P → daily
post count; C → current caseload; TRoB++ → TRoB+
M +G+P +C; TBoW ++ → TBoW +M +G+P +
C. The light grey indicates the highest performing

instance of each model setup. The dark grey indicates
the highest performance for each prediction horizon.

SDistilBERT-NLI-STSb-base, SBERT-NLI-STSb- 314

base and SRoBERTa-NLI-STSb-base language 315

models - the performance is compared to the that of 316

the features described in Drinkall and Pierrehum- 317

bert (2021), TBoW . The evaluation is conducted 318

in four states where Reddit uptake is high: Wash- 319

ington, California, Texas and Florida. The states 320

represent culturally different communities, instill- 321

ing confidence that the behaviour is true in multiple 322

domains. A successful result across all four states 323

shows that the behaviour is not just a symptom of 324

an anomalous community or culture. 325

The results in Table 1 detail the average per- 326

formance across the different states and relative 327

thresholds. Our T<<language model>> features pro- 328

vide the best single feature sets, and when TRoB is 329

used in combination with the comparison datasets, 330

the performance improves further. It is also evident 331

that as better language models are used, the per- 332

formance on this task increases. Showcasing the 333

relationship between language model complexity 334

and overall performance supports our a-priori be- 335

lief that improved semantic information from the 336

text is linked with better epidemiological insights. 337

Due to its success, TRoB alone will henceforth be 338

used in the evaluation as it provides the best per- 339

forming feature set from our methodology. 340

4.1.1 Varying Thresholds 341

Table 2 breaks down the performance of classifying 342

the data across different threshold increases. Intu- 343

itively, the more extreme events are easier to pre- 344
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δr(t)
m 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 µ + σ

TRoB + + .803 .828 .867 .962 .970 .880 + .039
TBoW + + .704 .795 .821 .862 .910 .809 + .024

TRoB .753 .752 .787 .876 .876 .792 + .034
TBoW .683 .699 .761 .828 .865 .755 + .025
M .649 .683 .663 .712 .727 .691 + .026
G .678 .607 .735 .761 .789 .710 + .019
P .548 .539 .537 .530 .577 .549 + .030
C .437 .466 .527 .631 .640 .536 + .039

Table 2: Performance across a range of thresholds at
a prediction horizon, τ = 14 days, averaged across all
states. µ & σ represent the mean and standard devi-
ation of each feature set’s results. The variables and
highlighting criteria are the same as Table 1, but for the
dark grey which denotes the highest performance at

each threshold.

dict, explaining the behaviour across all feature sets.345

Indeed, when the threshold is large enough, the346

TRoB++ features achieve an accuracy of .970, sig-347

nificantly higher than the comparison feature sets,348

showing that social media data is a strong candi-349

date for predicting a sharp rise in caseloads. Again,350

the performance across all thresholds is highest351

when using the TRoB + + features as opposed352

to the TBoW + +, highlighting the performance353

gain from the increased semantic information of354

transformer-based language models.355

4.1.2 Feature Importance356

To understand which features the RF model relies357

on when given the TRoB++ and TBoW++ feature358

set, the feature importances are shown in Table359

3. The tabulated data represents the sum of all360

individual feature importances in that class.361

Table 3 shows that despite TRoB performing bet-362

ter than TBoW , the other comparison features, G363

and M , are more heavily weighted in TRoB + +364

than in TBoW + + at some prediction horizons.365

The TRoB ++ feature set performs better than the366

TBoW ++ features, so it appears that the informa-367

tion provided by the TRoB features is complemen-368

tary to the other feature types. It is also possible369

Feature set m Average 7D 14D 21D 28D

TRoB + +

TRoB .331 .334 .307 .309 .386
M .285 .264 .277 .299 .301
G .307 .321 .354 .313 .240
P .009 .009 .010 .008 .009
C .064 .071 .052 .070 .063

TBoW + +

TBoW .535 .584 .502 .509 .543
M .244 .222 .265 .254 .235
G .171 .131 .199 .192 .162
P .014 .012 .009 .013 .021
C .036 .050 .025 .031 .038

Table 3: Feature importances across varying prediction
horizons, at δr = 0.6. The variables and highlighting
criteria are the same as Table 1.

that there is some skew in the feature importance 370

owing to the reported over-weighting of more con- 371

tinuous features by a Gini Importance algorithm 372

(Strobl, 2007). Regardless of the slight differences, 373

both text-derived feature sets are the most highly 374

weighted when averaged over all prediction hori- 375

zons, further showing the value of social media in 376

this context. 377

5 Time-Series Forecasting Task 378

This section showcases our feature identifica- 379

tion methodology within a time-series forecasting 380

framework (henceforth Time-Series task) since this 381

is a widely used prediction task in disease mod- 382

elling. The high-density clusters are used as covari- 383

ates in two multivariate time-series models. This 384

setup better utilises the caseload feature and learns 385

the temporal patterns within its historical move- 386

ment. One difference with the Threshold task in the 387

feature identification pipeline is the feature pruning 388

step that reduces the number of features to 25. In 389

the Threshold task, the target is a binary classifi- 390

cation; therefore, a chi-squared test is appropriate. 391

Given that the target is continuous in this task, f- 392

regression is used. F-regression works by firstly 393

calculating the cross-correlation ρi of the ith fea- 394

ture X[:, i] and target y: 395

ρi =
(X[:, i]− X̄[:, i]) · (y − ȳ)

σX[:,i] · σy
(3) 396

The F-statistic is then calculated along with the 397

associated p-value. Then the top 25 most signifi- 398

cant features are filtered to make up the feature set. 399

For each model, the training features and targets 400

are normalised between 0 and 1, and the test set is 401

scaled using the same transformation. No moving 402

average is used since the time-series models should 403

account for the weekly seasonality. The models 404

predict the caseload every day up to the forecast 405

horizon; however, only the prediction error at the 406

final step of the forecast horizon is used for eval- 407

uation. The models are trained over 50 epochs on 408

data from 07/03/2020 to 31/12/2020 and tested on 409

data from 01/01/2021 to 01/03/2021. Whilst it is 410

possible to improve the performance by retraining 411

the model on recently evaluated data and sliding 412

the train-test split across the dataset, our proposed 413

framework highlights how well the models perform 414

on completely out-of-sample data. 415
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5.1 Models416

We compare a Transformer and Gaussian Process417

(GP) model against the Martingale property base-418

line model which assumes that the caseload will not419

change, i.e. that we have zero predictive power. At420

a forecast horizon T days in the future, the last ob-421

served caseload, µt, is used to forecast the caseload:422

µt+T = µt.423

Gaussian Process Model - GP models were424

shown by Roberts et al. (2013) to perform well425

in contexts where prior knowledge regarding the426

appropriate model is limited. The difficulty in infer-427

ring the appropriate parametric model in infectious428

disease modeling led Lampos et al. (2017), Lampos429

et al. (2021) and Zou et al. (2018) to adopt a GP430

time-series model to predict future infectious dis-431

ease caseloads. More modern methods have since432

outperformed GP models in time-series forecasting,433

so this GP model provides a further benchmark to434

the Transformer model outlined below. Our work435

uses a radial basis function (RBF) Kernel to specify436

the covariance function.437

Transformer model - Transformers have pre-438

dominantly been used with textual (Vaswani et al.,439

2017) and image-based data (Ye et al., 2019); how-440

ever, the auto-regressive properties of a masked441

self-attention layer mean that structurally trans-442

formers can obey causality. As a result, many pa-443

pers have used transformers successfully to model444

time-series data (Lim et al., 2021), (Zerveas et al.,445

2021). Both papers reported that transformer mod-446

els significantly outperformed the statistical, recur-447

rent and convolutional comparison methods. This448

success has been replicated in disease modelling449

by Wu et al. (2020). Thus, transformer-based time-450

series models represent the state-of-the-art in many451

comparable contexts, motivating its use in this452

framework. The architecture that is used in this453

paper mimics that of Vaswani et al. (2017) and454

Alexandrov et al. (2019).455

5.2 Time-Series Evaluation456

For the Time-Series task, the prediction error of457

the forecasts is reported in an ablation study, using458

the same forecast horizons as the Threshold task.459

Different feature types make up the covariate set460

and are compared against the univariate case.461

Table 4 shows the main ablation study, which av-462

erages the root-mean-square-error (RMSE) across463

the different forecast horizons and states. The re-464

sults show the overall behaviour of the different465

Data Source Martingale GP Transformer
univariate .503 .269 .160

+ TRoB ” .283 .161
+ M ” .287 .166
+ G ” .266 .162

+ TRoB + G ” .269 .181
+ TRoB + M ” .304 .173

+ M + G ” .275 .171
+ TRoB + G + M ” .269 .180

Table 4: The RMSE error averaged across the same
forecast horizons and states that are used in Section 4.1.

feature types. The first conclusion is that the Trans- 466

former model significantly outperforms the bench- 467

mark and GP model. Poor GP model results are 468

also seen in Lampos et al. (2021), where their per- 469

sistence model outperforms the univariate and mul- 470

tivariate GP forecasts in multiple countries. Due to 471

the GP model’s weaker performance, further anal- 472

ysis will involve the Transformer model, which 473

better learns the caseload time-series. State-level 474

results are displayed in Figure 2 and show that the 475

Transformer performs well at modelling the time- 476

series data. 477

The more meaningful conclusion that can be 478

drawn from Table 4 is that the TRoB features no 479

longer provide the same benefit as in the Threshold 480

task. The results in Section 4.1 are clear: Reddit 481

data provides a strong indication of an imminent 482

rise in COVID-19 caseloads; however, from the 483

results in Table 4 it is apparent that this is not car- 484

ried over to the Time-Series task. There is some 485

degradation in performance as the feature set size 486

increases, with the performance decreasing as the 487

number of feature types increases. A possibility 488

is that information that the TRoB features provide 489

is outweighed by the performance costs of having 490

a large number of variables. There is some evi- 491

dence of performance improvement when looking 492

at longer forecast horizons. Each covariate set com- 493

bination has a different performance profile and 494

Data Source Av. 7D 14D 21D 28D
uni .160 .156 .147 .164 .174

+ TRoB .161 .156 .166 .158 .165
+ M .166 .157 .148 .120 .241
+ G .162 .153 .147 .142 .206

+ TRoB + G .181 .159 .151 .225 .188
+ TRoB + M .173 .174 .139 .196 .184

+ M + G .171 .161 .143 .188 .193
+ TRoB + G + M .180 .154 .142 .194 .228

Table 5: The RMSE error of a Transformer model aver-
aged across all states at varying forecast horizons, using
the same highlighting criteria as Table 1.
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Size rank Topic ID Frequency Top 5 words
1 Masks 95 10699 mask, wear, masks, wearing, gloves
2 Unemployment 138 7591 unemployment, claim, pay, money, rent
3 Appreciation 181 3508 thank, thanks, appreciate, good, sharing
4 Schools 120 2808 school, kids, schools, teachers, students
5 Temporal statistics 152 1290 weeks, phase, ago, months, week
6 Lockdown frustration 75 1217 closed, shut, f**k, close, die
7 Agreement 197 892 yes, agree, yeah, exactly, sure
8 Festivities 96 879 thanksgiving, christmas, family, people, party
9 Vaccines 196 877 vaccine, vaccines, vaccinated, vaccination, people

14 Illness 178 569 cough, fever, symptoms, asthma, throat
17 Gyms 50 487 gym, gyms, fitness, open, exercise
19 Trump 218 378 trump, people, stupid, inslee, president

Table 6: The notable clusters from the r/CoronavirusWA subreddit using a SRoBERTa-NLI-STSb-base language
model. The Frequency column represents the number of comments that are included in the cluster.

Table 5 shows that in every combination, besides495

TRoB in isolation, there is an inflection in RMSE496

error at τ = 28. The consistent performance across497

all forecast horizons shows that some valuable in-498

formation is exploited here.499

6 Discussion500

Transparency is a vital component to understand-501

ing the impact and relevance of these results.502

Knowing the contents of our Reddit features can503

help us understand the information they provide504

to the prediction. We took the top 5 non-stop505

words from the cluster to characterise each cluster506

and manually named them for better comprehen-507

sion. Table 6 shows the largest clusters from the508

SRoBERTa-NLI-STSb-base representation of the509

r/CoronavirusWA subreddit. These topics identify510

precise semantic concepts that intuitively provide511

relevant information for a caseload prediction.512

As mentioned, the advantage of the Threshold513

task is that it provides greater interpretability than514

the more black-box time-series models. Therefore,515

the Threshold task is used to understand which516

features are important to the prediction. Table 11517

shows the weightings of the most important fea-518

tures at δr = 0.6 & τ = 7 days. The cultural dif-519

ferences of the states can be seen via these features,520

most obviously the Houston feature in Texas and521

the Desantis feature in Florida. The Spring Break522

cluster is only seen in Florida, a state that is famed523

for this holiday tradition and was a large contributor524

to an increase in non-COVID-19 compliant events525

that resulted in an increase in cases at the beginning526

of the pandemic. Equally, the Guns and Safety fea-527

tures in California likely identify the strong nega-528

tive reaction from the libertarian community within529

California to what were the most stringent lock-530

down restrictions from any of the analysed states.531

Figure 2: State forecasts at τ = 7. The univariate
forecast is compared against three multivariate forecasts
where the M , G & TRoB features make up the covariate
set.
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State Topic ID Importance Top 5 words

Washington

Working 107 .21 work, office, home, headquarters, let
Illness 178 .14 cough, fever, symptoms, asthma, throat

Quarantine 136 .08 quarantine, facility, people, outside, think
Schools 120 .08 school, kids, schools, teachers, students
Statistics 150 .07 trendline, graph, using, ggplot2, plotted

California

Illness 163 .12 cough, throat, fever, chest, symptoms
School closure 122 .09 schools, close, school, closing, closed

Guns 60 .09 gun, guns, shoot, firearms, buy
Safety 103 .08 safe, stay, luck, protect, safer

Flu 166 .06 flu, pneumonia, influenza, season, spanish

Texas

Data 130 .20 source, data, information, info, sources
Voter Fraud 72 .10 vote, mail, voter, voting, fraud

Houston 78 .07 houston, harris, county, area, houstonian
Doctors 138 .06 doctor, doctors, medical, physician, telemedicine
Illness 155 .04 fever, cough, allergies, asthma, symptoms

Florida

Spring Break 22 .22 spring, break, bike, week, breakers
Social Media News 111 .19 reddit, facebook, news, echo, chamber

Statistics 106 .05 numbers, data, believe, trust, graph
Illness 94 .04 drug, people, fever, virus, sick

Desantis 67 .04 desantis, care, deathsantis, dbpr, ron

Table 11: Important features from each of the key states at δr = 0.6 & τ = 7 days.

The libertarian trait within California is best char-532

acterised by the Prop 22 ballot initiative3 which533

identifies a political attitude not aligned with strict534

lockdown measures. Alongside these differences,535

the Illness feature is highly weighted in all states.536

The use of this feature in all short-term predictions537

might explain the success of prior work that used538

static tracking words such as “Influenza”, “fever”,539

“headache”, etc. (Samaras et al., 2020), (Iso et al.,540

2016); discussion about symptoms is indicative of541

a rise in cases in all states. It is clear, however,542

that exclusive use of symptomatic features is not543

optimal, since other topics besides symptomatic544

conversation are useful for the prediction.545

7 Conclusion546

Reddit data performs well at discerning different547

trend signals for COVID-19 caseload increases in548

the Threshold task. Reddit features alone achieved549

high accuracy at most threshold increases but were550

especially strong when identifying whether the551

caseload was likely to double in the next 14 days,552

achieving an accuracy of .970. However, the value553

seen in the Threshold task was not as evident in554

the Time-Series task, with only marginal improve-555

ments seen at long forecast horizons. The char-556

acteristics of Reddit data make it appealing: it is557

readily available and updated in real-time, offering558

the means for monitoring infectious diseases in re-559

gions where reported data is unreliable; however560

global Reddit usage is not constant, and not every561

3URL: https://vig.cdn.sos.ca.gov/2020/general/pdf/topl-
prop22.pdf (accessed: 29/12/2021)

area has a subreddit, making our exact method- 562

ology hard to scale. As Reddit usage increases 563

and disperses around the world or data from an- 564

other social media site is adapted to fit within our 565

pipeline, the methods used in this paper will be- 566

come more scalable. Another notable conclusion is 567

that the predictive information within Reddit data 568

is better extracted by including transformer-based 569

language models in the forecasting pipeline. Lan- 570

guage model complexity appears to be linked with 571

performance improvements in the Threshold task. 572

Strong language models allow us to isolate highly 573

specific features predictive of future caseload in- 574

creases in an unsupervised setting. 575

8 Future work 576

More work can be done on feature selection for the 577

Time-Series task. The value of our TRoB features 578

is evident in the Threshold task, but it is possible 579

that the features are not being exploited optimally 580

in the Time-Series task. On top of this, our method- 581

ology relies on using textual data that refers to a 582

specific geographic location. Reddit’s structure 583

makes this simple; however, more data is needed 584

to replicate our findings in regions where Reddit 585

take-up is low. Geotagged posts and the geoloca- 586

tion of a user’s home region are possible avenues 587

for enlarging the social-media dataset. Finally, the 588

unsupervised methodology outlined in this paper 589

can be adapted to other fields in which a social me- 590

dia derived feature set is used, such as quantitative 591

finance, election and logistics forecasting. 592
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A Clustering algorithms hyperparameter864

tuning865

An exhaustive search has been conducted to find866

the optimal k parameter (number of clusters) for867

KM and GMM clustering to compare their optimal868

configurations against HDBSCAN. The standard869

Silhouette score method was trialled for fine-tuning870

the k parameter, but the result was k = 1, perhaps871

indicating the unsuitability of KM and GMM for 872

this task. Figure 3 is a plot of the Silhouette score 873

(Rousseeuw, 1987) of a KM clustering algorithm 874

for different values of k on the UMAP reduced 875

SDistilBERT-NLI-STSb-base embeddings space. 876

The maximum Silhouette score should be the most

Figure 3: Silhouette score vs. k using a KM clustering
algorithm on UMAP-DistilBERT embedding space.

877

appropriate k value if the data is divided into dis- 878

tinct clusters. The maximum Silhouette score at 879

k = 1 indicates that the data is structured into one 880

central cluster with high and low-density areas. 881

Since the Silhouette score does not provide an 882

obvious k parameter, and yet there needs to be 883

some proof that HDBSCAN is a better algorithm 884

than KM and GMM, an exhaustive search for the 885

optimal k on the development data is conducted 886

to prove that KM and GMM are not suitable for 887

the task. k is tuned using the performance on 888

the r/CoronavirusWA data from 01/03/2021 to 889

17/01/2021 with UMAP dimensionality reduction. 890

The same search was conducted to find the op- 891

timal k for the PCA space; for KM, the value was 892

75, and for GMM, the value was 125 on the Distil- 893

BERT embedding space. These values of k were 894

used for the testing in Appendix B. 895

B Dimensionality reduction and 896

clustering algorithms 897

A test was carried out to see which combination of 898

dimensionality reduction and clustering algorithms 899

resulted in the best overall performance. The differ- 900

ent algorithms were tested using SDistilBERT-NLI- 901

STSb-base representations of the comments. The 902

two dimensionality reduction techniques used were 903

PCA and UMAP; the three clustering techniques 904

used were GMM, KM and HDBSCAN. The k val- 905

ues derived in Appendix A were used for the GMM 906

and KM clustering, and the evaluation pipeline 907

used is the Threshold task described in Section 4. 908

The results from Table 9 show that the combina- 909

tion of UMAP and HDBSCAN is the best combi- 910

11
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Clustering algorithm k Average 7 days 14 days 21 days 28 days

GMM

25 .659 .799 .645 .594 .596
50 .691 .838 .691 .614 .622
75 .698 .845 .689 .618 .639

100 .702 .831 .703 .612 .662
125 .714 .827 .709 .659 .664
150 .716 .850 .718 .619 .676

KM

25 .706 .883 .685 .620 .635
50 .636 .681 .714 .622 .528
75 .677 .781 .769 .607 .550

100 .702 .787 .678 .647 .695
125 .663 .757 .754 .611 .531
150 .658 .768 .687 .621 .556

Table 8: The average performances of an RF classification model using KM and GMM clustering across all
thresholds at different values of k on the r/CoronavirusWA subreddit. The comment-level SDistilBERT-NLI-STSb-
base representations’ dimensionality was reduced via UMAP. The light grey indicates the highest performing

instance of each model setup. The dark grey indicates the highest average performing model configuration.

Language model Dim. reduction Clustering Average 7 days 14 days 21 days 28 days

DistilBERT

PCA
HDBCSAN .722 .821 .724 .678 .667

KM .716 .807 .675 .677 .704
GMM .714 .808 .715 .651 .680

UMAP
HDBCSAN .807 .905 .827 .759 .737

KM .706 .883 .685 .620 .635
GMM .716 .850 .718 .619 .676

Average .730 .846 .724 .667 .683

Table 9: The average performance, on the r/CoronavirusWA subreddit, of an RF model across all thresholds at
different prediction horizons for each of the model pipelines using only TRoB features. The variables and highlights
are the same as in Table 8.

nation of algorithms; the UMAP-HDBSCAN com-911

bination is the best performing pipeline across all912

prediction horizons.913

C Aggregated Sequence Classification914

models915

As mentioned in Section 1, the most obvious way to916

incorporate the modern transformer-base language917

models is to formulate the problem as an Aggre-918

gated Sequence Classification (ASC) task. It has919

been shown that BERT and other similar models920

are well adapted to performing sequence classifica-921

tion, and this has become a common usage of these922

language models (Devlin et al., 2019). Therefore,923

it is important to trial a model that incorporates this924

more standard methodology before trialling other925

feature identification methods.926

For evaluation, we trialled two language models:927

BERT-base-uncased, and a domain adapted version928

of BERT-base-uncased trained on the r/Coronavirus929

subreddit - CoFReBERT (CoVID-19 Forecasting930

from Reddit BERT). The language models are931

then fine-tuned on a Sequence Classification task in932

which the [CLS] token encodes the "up" or "down"933

class, indicating a possible increase or decrease934

in the number of cases. The adapted models are 935

referred to as ASC-BERT and ASC-CoFReBERT. 936

The model is trained on balanced classes with a 4:1 937

train-test split, where each day is assigned to be a 938

test or a train day, and all comments written on a 939

particular day are categorised together. Once the 940

model labels each comment within the test set as 941

either "up" or "down", the majority class on a given 942

test day is assigned as the prediction for that day. 943

Models Av. 7D 14D 21D 28D
ASC-BERT .631 .769 .655 .561 .537

ASC-CoFReBERT .701 .846 .690 .634 .634
TRoB .869 .923 .896 .810 .855
TBoW .765 .780 .808 .804 .791

Table 10: The average performance, on the
r/CoronavirusWA subreddit, across all thresholds at four
different prediction horizons. The variables and high-
lights are the same as in Table 8.

From the results in Table 10, it is clear that the 944

models do not perform as well as hoped in compar- 945

ison to the traditional static word features and the 946

features outlined in this paper. The main reason for 947

this is likely to be noise from the unsupervised la- 948

belling process. Comments that are either unrelated 949

to the prediction or indicate an opposite caseload 950
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trend are included in the prediction. Without man-951

ual labelling, it is hard to reduce this noise; how-952

ever, that would result in investigator bias entering953

the prediction. Furthermore, it is not completely954

clear whether a comment is indicative of a rise in955

cases, shown by the variety of topics considered956

important to the prediction in Table 11. Therefore,957

the structure of the ASC models is not well adapted958

to the task of predicting COVID-19 cases.959

D Training and software details960

Python Packages The sentence-embedding961

models from (Reimers and Gurevych, 2019) were962

used to encode the Reddit post representations963

using the sentence-transformers Python964

package. The time-series models were both965

implemented using the gluonts Python package966

(Alexandrov et al., 2019). The ASC models out-967

lined in Appendix C use the BERT-base-uncased968

model from the transformers package and the969

ASC-CoFReBERT model was trained using the970

run_mlm.py file in the library.971

972

Training Pararmeters Besides the analy-973

sis detailed earlier in the Appendix, we do not974

perform hyperparameter tuning but use common975

hyperparameter values for all calculations in976

this paper. For the Random Forest model in the977

Threshold task, the number of trees is 100, and the978

maximum tree depth is 20. The Time-Series mod-979

els were trained over 50 epochs and used default980

parameter values. The ASC-CoFReBERT model981

was trained with standard parameter values, using982

a batch size of 128 and a dropout probability of 0.1.983

984

Computation All experiments in the main985

body of the paper were run on a personal computer,986

the ASC model in Appendix C was run on the.987

The ASC model was run on a Tesla P100 and took988

between 3 to 6 hours to run, depending on the size989

of the subreddit.990

991

Licenses There are licenses associated with992

the use of some of the data and Python pack-993

ages used in this paper. The OxCGRT dataset994

and Pushshift API are open access under the995

Creative Commons Attribution CC BY and 4.0996

International standards. The COVID-19 Track-997

ing Project, gluonts, transformers and998

sentence-transformers Python packages999

are licensed under the Apache License 2.0.1000
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